Manifold learning based image clustering models are usually employed at local level to deal with images sampled from nonlinear manifold. Multimode patterns in image data matrices can vary from nominal to significant due to images with different expressions, pose, illumination, or occlusion variations. We show that manifold learning based image clustering models are unable to achieve well separated images at local level for image datasets with significant multimode data patterns. Because gray level image features used in these clustering models are not able to capture the local neighborhood structure effectively for multimode image datasets. In this study, we use nearest neighborhood quality (NNQ) measure based criterion to improve local neighborhood structure in terms of correct nearest neighbors of images locally. We found Gist as the optimal image descriptor among HOG, Gist, SUN, SURF, and TED image descriptors based on an overall maximum NNQ measure on 10 benchmark image datasets. We observed significant performance improvement for recently reported clustering models such as Spectral Embedded Clustering (SEC) and Nonnegative Spectral Clustering with Discriminative Regularization (NSDR) using proposed approach. Experimentally, significant overall performance improvement of 10.5% (clustering accuracy) and 9.2% (normalized mutual information) on 13 benchmark image datasets is observed for SEC and NSDR clustering models. Further, overall computational cost of SEC model is reduced to 19% and clustering performance for challenging outdoor natural image databases is significantly improved by using proposed NNQ measure based optimal image representations. key words: multimode image clustering, spectral embedded clustering, nonnegative spectral constraint, NNQ measure, Gist image descriptor
Introduction
Cluster analysis is an important tool in a variety of scientific areas including, e.g., pattern recognition, economics, bioinformatics, document clustering, and information retrieval. Multimode clustering deals with practical problems when we need the simultaneous clustering of objects and variables (rows and columns of a data matrix) with suitable generalizations for multi-dimensional data matrices. In recent years, multimode clustering has become an important challenge, e.g., in market-basket analysis, text mining, microarrays and recommender system analysis. Usually, manifold learning based clustering methods has been proposed to deal with multimode patterns in data matrices [1] - [6] .
Image clustering can be defined as the optimal partitioning of images into different groups such that the images belonging to the same group are more similar to each other, and images from two different groups share the maximum difference. An image dataset can consist of images with different expressions, pose, illumination, or occlusion variations where nominal within-class variation is present in image datasets that contain different expressions images only while significant within-class variation is present that contain images with pose, illumination, and occlusion variations. Distribution of all images in a class of image datasets with nominal within-class variation is Gaussian-like (unimodal) while it is non-Gaussian (multimodal) for image datasets with significant within-class variations. Outdoor natural image datasets have significant within-class variation and image clustering of such image datasets is thus a challenging problem in computer vision [7] . Clustering problem is intrinsically hard to formulate. Classical Kmeans algorithm is based on optimizing simple objective by minimizing the spread over centroids, but it can give poor solutions due to its simple assumption about cluster structure. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) utilized discriminant information. The initial works iteratively employed Kmeans to generate the cluster labels for LDA and exploited LDA to select the most discriminative subspace for Kmeans clustering [8] , [9] . Discriminative Kmeans (DisKmeans) algorithm [10] was proposed which simplified the iterative procedures as a trace maximization problem. However, LDA gives undesired results for multimodal image datasets [11] due to its global nature when evaluating scatter matrices. Sugiyama proposed supervised local Fisher discriminant analysis (LFDA) [12] to learn manifold structure of multimodal distribution at local level. In LFDA [12] , first k-nearest neighbors of a data point are searched within its class using class label information, then optimization is performed to preserve multimodal structure. However, LFDA approach cannot be used in unsupervised image clustering problem due to its supervised nature.
Manifold assumption is that two nearby data points in the high-density region of a low-dimensional data manifold have the same cluster label. The well-known manifold learning based spectral clustering (SC) algorithm normalized cut (NCut) [1] and its extension k-way NCut [13] have achieved promising clustering performances in image segmentation and many other applications. In local learning based clustering techniques [3] - [5] , for each image, a local clique was constructed using k-nearest neighbors of an image and local discriminant model was devised to evaluate the clustering performance of images in the local clique. A unified Copyright c 2014 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers objective function was used to maximize the sum of local discriminant scores from all the local cliques. Eigenvalue decomposition method was then used to obtain the relaxed continuous valued solution of the cluster assignment matrix, which was further discretized to obtain the binary cluster assignment matrix for all samples. Yang et al. devised local discriminant model and global integration (LDMGI) image clustering model [5] based on discriminant analysis using manifold assumption.
Nie et al. proposed spectral embedded clustering (SEC) model [6] in which the optimization problem of SC [13] - [17] was improved by adding linearity regularization at local level [18] . Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . ., x n } be the image dataset to be clustered, where
represents the ith image, f is the image feature dimension and n denotes the total number of images. In SEC model [6] , for each image x i , a local clique ℵ k (x i ) was constructed comprising k (= 5) nearest neighbor images of x i , and local spectral clustering model was devised to evaluate the clustering results for the images in ℵ k (x i ). The overall clustering results were obtained by globally integrating over all the local cliques. Optimization problem arg min A T r A T L g A [13] -
and
k×k is a matrix for centering the data, X i is the data matrix of the ith local clique, μ, γ g , and γ l are regularization parameters, and A is the scaled cluster assignment matrix [6] . Further, clustering results for SEC/SC [6] were also reported in which Laplacian of k-way NCut [13] is utilized in place of L i (as given in (2)). However, in all these clustering approaches [5] , [6] , [10] , [13] , [19] , spectral rotation [13] or Kmeans were performed to discretize the cluster indicator matrix on the relaxed continuous solution. Yang et al. showed that the signs of the relaxed continuous solution are mixed and such results may deviate severely from the true solution, so they imposed an explicit nonnegative constraint for a more accurate solution during the relaxation [19] . They improved clustering performance by using this nonnegative constraint and proposed nonnegative spectral clustering with discriminative regularization (NSDR) [19] algorithm. Recently, Huang et al. conducted a comparative study of spectral rotation and Kmeans by imposing an additional orthonormal constraint to better approximate the optimal continuous solution [20] to the graph cut objective functions.
We found that pixel value based image features used in recently reported SEC [6] and NSDR [19] clustering models are not able to capture and to utilize the local neighborhood structure effectively for image datasets with significant within-class variation. Guang-Ho showed that the Minkowski metric (or Lp-norm) used in content-based image retrieval to measure similarity between image pairs cannot adequately capture the aspects of the characteristics of the human visual system as well as the nonlinear relationships in contextual information given by images in a collection [21] . Siagian et al. described a simple context-based scene recognition algorithm that can differentiate outdoor scenes from various sites on a college campus by capturing the gist of the scene into a low-dimensional signature vector [22] . Li et al. investigated Gist image descriptor with Kmeans clustering [23] . Cai et al. studied how to integrate heterogeneous image features by performing multimodal spectral clustering on unlabeled images [24] . Ebert et al. explored promising directions to improve results of object recognition by looking at the local topology between images and feature combination strategies [7] . They defined nearest neighborhood quality (NNQ) measure that counts for a given number of nearest neighbors k the correct nearest neighbors for each image and averages these accuracies over all images, and showed that the better the neighborhood structure in terms of correct nearest neighbors the better the overall performance of object recognition model.
We improved local neighborhood structure based on maximum NNQ measure for k-nearest neighbor based approach by selecting an optimal image descriptor among recently reported image descriptors such as Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [35] , [36] , modeling the shape of the scene (Gist) [27] , Texture Edge Descriptors (TED) [37] , Speeded-up Robust Features (SURF) [38] , and Saliency Using Natural Statistics (SUN) [39] . For each image descriptor, we obtained image features and computed corresponding NNQ measure, and obtained an overall NNQ measure on 10 image datasets. Based on our experiment, we found Gist as the optimal image descriptor that achieved maximum overall NNQ measure over all other image descriptors. We thus exploited the effectiveness of Gist image descriptor for recently reported SEC [6] and NSDR [19] clustering models where the corresponding clustering results are reported as SEC-Gist and NSDR-Gist, respectively.
We compared clustering performance of Kmeans, DisKmeans [10] , NCut [13] , LDMGI [5] , SEC [6] , NSDR [19] , SEC-Gist, and NSDR-Gist on 13 benchmark image databases such as JAFFE [25] , ORL [28] , COIL20 [29] , yalefaces [30] , COREL [31] , Caltech faces [32] , AR [26] , Scenes [27] , Caltech10 [33] , Flowers [34] , Pointing04 [40] , Out [41] , and PIE [42] that contain images with different expressions, pose, illumination, or occlusion variations. Clustering performance is evaluated in terms of clustering accuracy (ACC) and normalized mutual information (NMI). Using proposed NNQ measure based image representation approach, significant overall performance improvement of 10.8% (ACC) and 9.4% (NMI) for SEC model [6] and 10.1% (ACC) and 9.0% (NMI) for NSDR model [19] is observed on all 13 image databases. Further, SEC model using Gist image features is computationally efficient and an overall computational cost is reduced to 19% as compared with SEC model [6] using pixel value based image features.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, motivation of the proposed work is discussed. Dis- Fig. 1 Representative images from one class of JAFFE [25] , AR [26] , and Scenes [27] image databases.
Fig. 2
Histogram of class distribution of (a) JAFFE [25] , (b) ORL [28] , (c) COIL20 [29] , (d) yalefaces [30] , (e) COREL [31] , (f) Caltech faces [32] , (g) AR [26] , (h) Scenes [27] , (i) Caltech101 [33] , and (j) Flowers [34] image databases. cussion about image representation and similarity measure is given in Sect. 3. Results and discussion are presented in Sect. 4. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Sect. 5.
Motivation
Motivation of the proposed work is discussed in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2. In Sect. 2.1, we discuss nominal to significant within-class variation in image databases. In Sect. 2.2, we show that gray level image features cannot achieve well separated images at local level for image datasets with significant within-class variation.
Within-Class Variation and Histogram of Class Distribution in an Image Database
We have shown some representative images from one class of JAFFE [25] , AR [26] , and Scenes [27] image databases in Fig. 1 Within-class variation for JAFFE and AR image databases is different. For JAFFE image dataset, withinclass variation is present due to images of different expressions while for AR image database, it is present due to images of different facial expressions, illumination, and occlusion variations. Thus, within-class variation is nominal for JAFFE image database while it is significant for AR and Scenes image databases. Histogram of all images in one class of each image dataset is shown in Fig. 2 where Gaussian-like unimodal distribution is observed for JAFFE image dataset that corresponds to nominal within-class vari- 
ation. Distinct multimode can be observed for yalefaces, COREL, Caltech faces, AR, Scenes, Caltech101, and Flowers image databases that contain images with pose, illumination, or occlusion variations.
Class Separation at Local Level Using k-Nearest Neighbor Approach
To classify the shortcoming of gray level image features in achieving well separated images at local level, we present simulation results of constructing ℵ k (x i ) for first 10 images in Table 1 from each of JAFFE and Scenes image databases. Let n j | n j=1 denotes the jth image. The class number of each image in ℵ k (x i ) is shown in Table 1 along with the total number of images that belong to classes different than that of x 0 (shown as Diff) where columns x 0 through x k−1 correspond to 5 neighbors for each image n j | n j=1 . A good separation is achieved if all neighbors belong to the same class, and hence yield a small Diff. For JAFFE having nominal withinclass variation, images are well separated at local level using gray level image features. However, optimal class separation at local level is not achieved for Scenes image database with significant within-class variation. Hence, the benefit of recently reported clustering models such as SEC [6] and NSDR [19] cannot be fully utilized for image datasets with significant within-class variation because images are not well separated at local level, and an effective strategy should be used to learn multimode patterns in data matrices at local level for optimal class separation of images using k-nearest neighbor based approach.
Nearest Neighborhood Quality Measure and Optimal Image Representation
Clustering results of [6] , [19] were reported using pixel value based image features that were obtained by resizing the original images using image interpolation approach (I2A). In our work, we obtained image features using TED [37] , SUN [39] , SURF [38] , HOG [36] , and Gist [27] image descriptors. Image feature dimension obtained through TED and SUN image descriptors are the same as that of the original image which we further reduced using I2A approach. For HOG, SURF, and Gist image features, each image in an image database is first reduced using I2A approach to image feature dimension as reported for [6] , [19] . Then, total 64 image features are obtained using SURF image descriptor. We used 15 orientation bins and cell size of 3 × 3 pixels to extract HOG image descriptors, and thus the total number of image features for each image dataset is 15 × 9 = 135. In Gist image descriptor, the Gabor filter banks are created with three scales, and each with 8, 8, 4 orientations respectively. So filter banks are formed with 20 filters, whose filter transfer functions are computed according to the size of images, and the total number of image features obtained for each image dataset is 512. We improved local neighborhood structure using maximum NNQ measure in order to achieve performance improvement for image datasets with significant within-class variation. We selected an optimal image descriptor among TED [37] , SUN [39] , SURF [38] , HOG [36] , and Gist [27] . For each image descriptor, we have shown simulation results of computing NNQ measure for each image dataset in Table  2 in which an overall NNQ measure on all image datasets is also shown. Maximum overall NNQ measure is obtained for Gist image descriptor over all other image descriptors on all image datasets. Gist image descriptor obtained maximum overall NNQ measure of 68% while the near competitor image descriptor is HOG with an overall NNQ measure of 63%.
The block diagram of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 3 where some representative images from 6 out of 100 classes of AR [26] image database are shown that clearly show pose, illumination and occlusion variations in images of multimodal AR image datasets. For each image dataset, optimal image features are obtained using TED [37] , SUN [39] , SURF [38] , HOG [36] , and Gist [27] image descriptors and corresponding NNQ measure for each image descriptor is computed. Decision to choose best image descriptor among all image descriptors is performed on the basis of an overall maximum NNQ measure on all image databases. In this work, over 21,000 samples from 13 benchmark image datasets were used to test the clustering performance of SEC [6] and NSDR [19] clustering models using proposed NNQ measure based optimal image representation. Detailed description in terms of sample size, number of classes, original image size, variation present and image feature dimension for each image dataset are given in Table  3 .
Performance Evaluation Metrics
In this work, clustering accuracy (ACC) and normalized mutual information (NMI) are used for performance evaluation.
Clustering Accuracy (ACC)
For the ith image, let s i be the clustering result from the clustering algorithm and t i be the ground truth label. The ACC is defined as follows:
where n is the total number of images, δ(t, s) = 1 if t = s, and map(s i ) is the optimal mapping function that permutes clustering labels to match the ground truth labels. The optimal mapping can be obtained by using the KuhnMunkres algorithm [43] . A larger ACC indicates better performance.
Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)
NMI is another widely used measure for evaluating the clustering results. For two arbitrary variables P and Q, NMI is defined as follows:
NMI(P, Q) = I(P, Q) H(P)H(Q)
where I(P, Q) represents the mutual information between P and Q. H(P) and H(Q) denote the entropies of P and Q, respectively. It is obvious that NMI(P, Q) equals 1 if P is identical with Q, and it becomes 0 if P is entirely dissimilar from Q. Let g h be the total samples in the hth ground truth class (1 ≤ h ≤ c) and g m be the number of samples in cluster C m (1 ≤ m ≤ c) obtained by using the clustering algorithms. NMI is defined as
where g h,m is the number of samples that are in the intersection between the cluster C m and hth ground truth class. A larger NMI indicates a better clustering result.
Results and Discussion
We discuss the clustering performance of Kmeans, DisKmeans [10] , NCut [13] , LDMGI [5] , SEC [6] , NSDR [19] , SEC-Gist, and NSDR-Gist on 13 benchmark image datasets. During simulation to reduce the statistical variation, the process of random initializations was repeated 20 times. The average results for all image databases in 20 run are reported in terms of mean ACC ± std and mean NMI ± std where std represents the standard deviation around mean. The maximum clustering performance in 20 runs is reported as best ACC and best NMI. The value of image clustering parameter k [5] , [6] , [13] , [19] is set to 5 and optimal value of γ [10] , λ [5] , γ g [6] , [19] , γ l [6] , and σ [13] , [19] is selected from set 10 −8 , 10 −6 , 10 −4 , 10 −2 , 10 0 , 10 2 , 10 4 , 10 6 , 10 8 as reported in [5] . In addition, parameter μ (SEC [6] and NSDR [19] ) is tuned from set 10 −9 , 10 −6 , 10 −3 , 10 0 , 10 3 , 10 6 , 10 9 as reported in [6] .
Clustering Performance Comparison
Significant performance improvement can be observed in Table 4 and Table 5 by using Gist image features over previous gray level image features for SEC [6] and NSDR [19] clustering models. Significant performance improvement of 25.9% (mean ACC) and 26.8% (mean NMI) is observed on multimodal Scenes image dataset. Overall performance on all 13 image datasets of Kmeans, DisKmeans [10] , NCut [13] , LDMGI [5] , SEC [6] , NSDR [19] , SEC-Gist, and NSDR-Gist is 38.4%, 41.3%, 47.7%, 47.6%, 50.3%, 51.4%, 61.4%, and 61.6% in terms of mean ACC and 45.4%, 49.2%, 52.4%, 53.1%, 54.0%, 54.7%, 63.6%, and 63.6% in terms of mean NMI. Thus, we achieved significant performance improvement of 10.8% (mean ACC) and 9.4% (mean NMI) for SEC model [6] and 10.1% (mean ACC) and 9.0% (mean NMI) for NSDR model [19] using proposed NNQ measure based optimal image representation.
We have shown clusters formed using NCut [13] , LD-MGI [5] , SEC [6] and SEC-Gist for 5 classes from each of JAFFE, yalefaces, and Scenes image databases. We represented images with their mean values as shown in the first column of Fig. 4 which shows nominal within-class variation for JAFFE while significant within-class variation can be observed for yalefaces and Scenes image databases. Using Gist image features, 100% cluster separation is obtained for JAFFE image database for SEC model [6] and significant improvement in cluster separation is achieved for yalefaces and Scenes image databases. Clustering result on Pointing04 is different from that reported in [5] because, in our work, the 1120-dimensional feature vector is not normalized.
Generalization of Proposed Image Representation Approach
We selected Gist image descriptor as a result of a test on 10 image databases (given in Table 2 ) which shows that the set of images used for selecting Gist over other descriptors is quite large. This shows that the choice of Gist is generic, and not dependent on the particular domain of images used. However, we further obtained clustering performance using proposed similarity measure for SEC [6] and NSDR [19] clustering models on 3 test image databases, namely Pointing04 [40] , Out [41] and PIE [42] to show that set of image databases used for selecting Gist descriptor, and the test set used for comparing clustering results are separated. Clustering results for SEC-Gist, NSDR-Gist on these 3 test image databases are also shown in Table 4 and Table 5 which Table 4 Performance comparison of Kmeans, DisKmeans [10] , NCut [13] , LDMGI [5] , SEC [6] , NSDR [19] , SEC-Gist, and NSDR-Gist clustering models in terms of best ACC and mean ACC ± std. Table 5 Performance comparison of Kmeans, DisKmeans [10] , NCut [13] , LDMGI [5] , SEC [6] , NSDR [19] , SEC-Gist, and NSDR-Gist clustering models in terms of best NMI and mean NMI ± std. clearly show that proposed NNQ measure based image representation achieved significant performance improvement over pixel value based image features used in clustering models [5] , [6] , [10] , [13] , [19] .
Image Clustering of Outdoor Natural Image Datasets
With our proposed NNQ measure based image representation approach, significant performance improvement of SEC [6] is observed for outdoor natural image datasets such as Scenes [27] and Flowers [34] . Clustering performance on Scenes image dataset is improved from 26.0% to 51.9% and 10.5% to 37.3% in terms of mean ACC and mean NMI, respectively. Similarly, performance improvement on Flowers image dataset is 16.8% to 24.1% and 16.1% to 19.7%. The reason behind this significant performance improvement is that we achieved maximum well separated images at local level using optimal image descriptor with maximum NNQ measure.
Temporal Cost Comparison
We have conducted temporal cost comparison of SEC model [6] using gray level and Gist image features for each image database. For example, for AR image database, computational cost of computing Gist image feature for single image is 0.085 seconds and there are total 2600 images used in this study, so the computational cost for AR image database is 3.670 minutes. In this way, the total computational cost for computing Gist image features for all 10 image databases in 19.245 minutes as shown in Table 6 . Total computational cost, in minutes, for SEC [6] and SECGist models is 48.066 and 19.685, respectively. Thus, an overall computational cost for SEC model [6] using Gist image features is reduced from 4.807 to 3.893 (minutes) which is a 19% reduction in computational cost. All simulations were performed on Dell Desktop optiplex990 with i7 processor and 16GB memory. [25] , AR [26] , and Scenes [27] image databases using NCut [13] , LDMGI [5] , SEC [6] and SEC-Gist models. 
Conclusion
Multimode patterns in image data matrices can vary from nominal to significant due to images with different expressions, pose, illumination, or occlusion variations. We showed that manifold learning based image clustering models that used pixel value based image features are not able to capture and to utilize the local neighborhood structure effectively for image datasets with significant multimode data patterns. We improved local neighborhood structure significantly by selecting an image descriptor among recently reported image descriptors based on overall maximum nearest neighborhood quality (NNQ) measure. We observed Gist as the optimal image descriptor that achieved overall maximum NNQ measure on 10 benchmark image datasets. We used Gist image features for recently reported SEC [6] and NSDR [19] clustering models. Experimentally, significant overall performance improvement of 10.8% (mean ACC) and 9.4% (mean NMI) for SEC model [6] and 10.1% (mean ACC) and 9.0% (mean NMI) for NSDR model [19] is achieved using proposed NNQ measure based optimal image representation. Further, overall computational cost of SEC model is reduced to 19% and clustering performance is significantly improved for challenging outdoor natural image databases using proposed NNQ measure based optimal image representations.
